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By working on the power of stories, one becomes the protagonist of one's 
life, reaffirms it, transforms it for a new staging. It is a process of aware-
ness and rediscovery of one's personal resources. Art and beauty are redis-
covered within the individuals and the inmates narrate to each other and 
find each other. They face their way and can ask themselves: are we happy 
with our life? Are we living what we imagined?
After thirty years of theatre work in prisons, it is the Inner Voice that con-
tinues to be our travel companion.

Donatella Massimilla
Donatella Massimilla began her artistic career with Franco Molè (Teatro 
Ringhiera of Rome), the Living Theater and Jerzy Grotowski. In Milan, 
she established herself as a playwright and director for women’s perfor-
mances. In 1989 she began her pedagogical and theatre activity at the San 
Vittore prison. With Olga Vinyals Martori and Gilberta Crispino, she 
founded the Ticvin theatre company, La Nave dei Folli and CETEC. Don-
atella Massimilla leads theatre training courses and international artistic 
exchanges. Her performances have been presented not only in prison but 
also at the Piccolo Teatro in Milan. Donatella Massimilla has received sev-
eral awards, including the Gold Medal from the Presidency of the Repub-
lic, the Franco Enriquez Prize for theatre, the Ambrogino d'Oro from the 
Municipality of Milan, the "Milano Donna" Prize for "Le Voci di Dentro", 
a project dedicated to the invisible actresses of the San Vittore prison 
during the Covid 19 pandemic.

For information and registration:

fondazionebarbavarley@gmail.com 2021
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By working on the power of stories, one becomes the pro-
tagonist of one's life, reaffirms it, transforms it for a new 
staging. It is a process of awareness and rediscovery of 
one's personal resources. Art and beauty are rediscovered 
within the individuals and the inmates narrate to each 
other and find each other. They face their way and can ask 
themselves: are we happy with our life? Are we living what 
we imagined?
After thirty years of theatre work in prisons, it is the Inner 
Voice that continues to be our travel companion.

Donatella Massimilla Donatella Massimilla began her 
artistic career with Franco Molè (Teatro Ringhiera of 
Rome), the Living Theater and Jerzy Grotowski. In Milan, 
she established herself as a playwright and director for 
women’s performances. In 1989 she began her pedagogi-
cal and theatre activity at the San Vittore prison. With 
Olga Vinyals Martori and Gilberta Crispino, she founded 
the Ticvin theatre company, La Nave dei Folli and 
CETEC. Donatella Massimilla leads theatre training 
courses and international artistic exchanges. Her perfor-
mances have been presented not only in prison but also at 
the Piccolo Teatro in Milan. Donatella Massimilla has re-
ceived several awards, including the Gold Medal from the 
Presidency of the Republic, the Franco Enriquez Prize for 
theatre, the Ambrogino d'Oro from the Municipality of 
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project dedicated to the invisible actresses of the San Vit-
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